What is a service ?
A service is a feature or a part of a feature set available
by a software component and available to other
components to make a specific task.
Represented by a black box, a service only displays an
interface to other components and hides completely how
it works internally.
It is to make a complete abstraction of how things are
implemented that Service Oriented Applications (SOA)
first appeared. And with it, the Service Oriented
Component Model (SOCM).
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What is SOCM ?
SOCM is the separation of concerns. The goal in that
model is to isolate everything than can be and create
components for every isolated sets.
Each component will then provides and/or use services.

Why iPOPO ?
- Because iPOPO allows you to write dynamic
applications.
- Because iPOPO is an OpenSource project. If it misses
something, you can contribute and add it.
- Because it already contains a lot of tools to help you
create your python application using the Service
Oriented Component Model.
- Because you like iPOJO but you don’t like Java.
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iPOPO provides to Python the concept of bundles. A
bundle is a python module with a Life Cycle.

A component is an object whose lifecycle is managed by
the instance manager. It requires and provides services.

Every iPOPO application can run the provided service
called « Remote Shell ». Using this service, you can
remotely connect to the application and manage it from
inside.
From within, the control of the lifecycle of any Bundle or
Component is possible.

Every time a bundle changes its state, a method in the
bundle is invoked. Allowing you to precisely control your
application.
The change of states of a bundle are caused by its
installation, its uninstallation, its startup and its stop.

A component’s lifecycle defines four states, and is
handled by an instance manager that injects runtime
dependencies. Many existing python frameworks allow
the development and deployment of component-base
applications. However, they do not take into account the
dynamic aspect of components. The iPOPO component
model supports Remote Services, which makes it easy
to build distributed applications.

There is more
iPOPO already provides a lot of useful services and even
more are coming. Here is a shot of what is coming next
to iPOPO :
- TLS Remote Shell
- Private Key Infrastructure

